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A Study of the Human Heart (in Two Parts) 

i. Resemblance 

Whirling sweep of the water  

impersonating 

wind. This disembodied 

organ, rootless 

and very much alive. 

 

Dissembling a human 

heart, all pink and purple, 
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red ventricles swaying 

in the tank amongst 

the seahorse and fish, as bright 

as this subtly pulsing muscular 

spineless mass that grasps  

onto coral with its tiny sucking paws. 

 

The sea apple, a type 

of sea cucumber—a fruit and 

a vegetable?—no  

easily categorized creature 

this.  

 

If threatened, sea cucumbers 

vomit up 

their own sticky stomachs 

to leave their abusers 
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stunned and entrail-tangled, 

too distracted to destroy. 

And then, they regrow their insides. 

Their own small-scale gods, 

these cells that know 

themselves into being. 

 

ii. Reassemblance 

It’s sort of like that, bearing a faith 

that invents the inscrutable 

self, instinct beating 

out the rhythms of need, inferring 

a blueprint that disassembles form 

from function so that the heart can pump 

impossibly real blood 

apart from the body. Resemblance turns 

inexplicably truthful. Even as the body 
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denies, the heart reveals,  

as vehemently as the mind  

can insist  

on phantom limbs, so that  

what is not there is.  

 

The body irrelevant. The body 

the whole point. The body 

the instrument, the obstacle, 

site of incredible possibility. 

 

My own transformed, a good enough 

approximation of itself, evidence 

of my past stitched in, fat 

shining wormy scars 

across my chest, not quite 

my hopes made flesh, and not quite 
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not, both at once, both/and— 

the paradox that gets me closer 

to the beating of my own heart. 

 

Transfiguration of a Life Cycle 

My child amazement 

at dandelions, that those 

round puffs of air 

and yellow bursts 

could be the same  

beings, same  

milky straws for stalks, 

transformed with what 

appeared an absent process. 

I used to love 

to deconstruct those yellow 

faces, plucking out  

the silken center from  
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those weedy petals. I used to 

love to kick around 

those seedlings like infinite 

parachutes launched 

in reverse. The lawn 

a vacant aftermath 

of my destruction; 

a fertile field 

of my creation. 

 

Now this new awe—adult 

and slightly adolescent. 

Flattened, slightly muscled  

bursts alive on that same  

subsequent canvas  

as those slouching orbs, same 

imprints of shimmer  

sketching a path back 

to my past, same ribs 
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although they’re new 

to me, foreign at first, 

seeming tumors 

that have structured me 

all along. I awoke  

to new ache,  

different burdens.  

Imperfections lined 

and puckering and glorious. 

No miracle, this sleeping 

transmutation and yet 

it bears a child’s 

lifetime worth of wonder. 

 

The Redistribution of Trauma 

My body’s got the news 

lodged in it like  

a bullet. My chest is a slow burn 
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that snaps into flame 

at anything moving: a man’s sudden  

strides to catch a moving 

bus, a typical teenage snicker 

as I gasp out of the way 

of his slicing bicycle wheel. 

 

Ordinary moments turned to subtext 

and threat, spokes of worry spinning 

out from the coverage that repeats, 

reduces unthinkable actions  

to matter-of-fact phrases and flickers  

of a bleached and empty crime 

scene, young men glaring  

hard away from the gaze. 

 

A contradiction of impulses: such an intimacy 

of disgust. To hate men who touch 

other men so much you need to touch 
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them too, as though a brutal touch 

is not still touching, 

as though to tarnish touch 

with passionate trespass 

is not the mark of longing  

but the mark of realer men. 

 

My narcissistic impulse: to feel myself 

a stand-in, an understudy, stewing 

in the wings, expecting the push 

onto the scrutinizing stage, my breath  

snagged by the ghostly  

what if. My body  

a shock, an affront 

to this manly imperative. Even as the wounds 

are not my own: my own surface  

of safety denuded. 
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I carry the sticky sickly feeling 

from the train, the short block littered 

with rage and survival: broken 

televisions, a sagging mattress, a door  

jutting across the sidewalk, the center  

slashed and splintered. Styrofoam  

like fake snow in summer, confetti 

of car window glass, a mosaic 

of bashed bottles, rust and oil 

pooled like blood. A violence 

of objects, a kind of protest, 

a scream emitted from  

a silenced voice. 

 

Piles of trash obstruct 

sidewalk travel. We’re all streetwalkers 

here, our backs to oncoming traffic.  

The trash a replenishing clutter 

of discarded toilets and shoes, bolts and wire, 
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of plastic and paper jammed high, 

sculpturally balanced to keep 

up the quota of filth. 

 

Above our heads, the rumble 

of the elevated tracks. The city’s 

bowels raised up, impossible 

to ignore. Not just a grumble felt 

subtly in your soles but full-bodied 

resonance, keepin’ it real, the screeching 

a periodic rupture, awkward  

punctuation, like coming  

to accept minor earthquake 

as a state of being. We adapt 

to counselling clients in rooms with holes 

punched in from last night’s break-in: 

the pharmacy cleared of pain 

meds, hormones, antiretrovirals 

to sell on the street or send back  
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home. 

 

Inside the clinic, a group 

of trans women share, trauma 

passed around like a word-borne 

infection no one wants 

to suffer with alone, one 

by one they slay 

each other with the weapons they know 

best, the edges they’ve felt along 

their own embattled skin, the familiar 

pierce, tested for efficiency. 

Maybe she can be beaten 

harder than me, until  

unrecognizable, like a mirror 

fist-shattered. 
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